A theoretical ab initio simulation of the carbon and oxygen KLL Auger spectra of formaldehyde is presented and discussed. The effects of nuclear vibrational motion on the energy position and broadening of the Auger peaks in the two very different spectra are explicitly accounted for using a method derived from the time-dependent theory of the nuclear dynamics of decaying states. The underlying vertical double ionization spectrum, comprising hundreds of relevant electronic states, is computed using Green's function methods, while charge distribution effects and Auger intensities are estimated via a two-hole population analysis of the eigenstates. The resulting theoretical spectra reprodude accurately the experimental band shapes and positions, showing that the observed spectra are complex convolutions of a very large number of transitions, with strong correlation and intensity redistribution effects. The nuclear motion analysis is found to be particularly important for the correct reproduction of the spectra, accounting very well for the substantial differences in energy shifts and band widths in the two spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, we have attempted to develop efficient theoretical and computational tools aimed at the ab initio computer simulation of Auger spectra of molecules.' This project is carried out with the aim of establishing methods with a wide range of applicability, from small molecules to large polyatomics, therefore satisfying requirements of both accuracy and computational practicability. The cornerstone of our approach is the two-particle Green's function algebraic diagrammatic construction ( ADC) method2 for computing molecular double ionization spectra. These spectra are very dense and therefore difficult to describe theoretically by other routine ab initio methods which adequately account for electron correlation effects.3 To quantitatively understand the nature and charge distribution of the large number of dicationic states that can be computed and contribute to the spectra, we use a simple two-hole atomic population analysis of the eigenvectors4 (here ADC eigenvectors). This analysis gives very useful information on hole localization phenomena in the Auger final states, and has also been shown to provide adequate estimates of relative Auger intensities.415 This is of particular value in the densest regions of double ionization spectra, where it is both impracticable and largely unnecessary6 to compute accurate individual Auger transition rates. In sufficiently simple cases, the rigorous calculation of Auger decay rates from first principles scattering or related theories has also been carried out. ' The reliable computer simulation of Auger spectra also requires practical methods of evaluation of major nuclear dynamics effects on Auger bandshapes. 5'8'g Although the vibrational progressions of individual transitions are as a rule well beyond resolution because of the high density of states, strongly varying band widths and energy centroids can still impact band shapes and relative spacings substantially. These must be estimated with enough accuracy before Auger spectra can be theoretically produced. An analysis of the moments of Auger bands has recently been developed within the framework of a general timedependent formulation of the nuclear dynamics of decaying states. lo This derivation leads, under simple general assumptions, to straightforward mathematical expressions for the first and second moments of the vibrational envelope of Auger bands, which are directly related to their center of gravity and broadening, respectively. A first application of this theory to a diatomic (carbon monoxide) has already been carried out' using somewhat simplified formulas obtained in the limit of infinite lifetime of the core hole. The method has provided excellent estimates of the Auger band widths which are necessary to reproduce exact spectral profiles. Furthermore, the analysis has shown that the vibrationally induced energy shifts of the bands can be of substantial magnitude (up to a few eV) and quite different in the Auger spectra of the same system originating from different core hole states. Thus, interpretations of Auger spectra based on vertical transition energies only should generally be regarded as tentative.
In this paper, we report on the first complete theoretical simulation of the Auger spectra of a polyatomic molecule, formaldehyde. This molecule, containing a carbonyl group, is an interesting example, for it affords straightforward comparison with CO and, at the same time, the investigation of multimode nuclear dynamics effects, which are the main focus of attention in the present work. Well resolved Auger spectra of H,CO have been reported recently, ' ' together with ab initio calculations on the low lying vertical transitions. These calculations permitted the assignment of few principal features of the spectra and gave a poor reproduction of the very characteristic band profiles, suggesting that the H,CO spectra are indeed very complex, exhibiting substantial nuclear dynamics effects on the band shapes and also strong intensity redistribution effects due to extra electron correlation beyond that accounted for.
II. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The second order algebraic diagrammatic construction method, ADC(2), to approximate the two-particle propagator has here been used to compute the double ionization spectrum of formaldehyde. The formalism has been previously discussed in detail;192 and, we only recall here that the kernel of the method is an eigenvalue problem in the configuration space of the dication which yields directly the double ionization energies of the system and the corresponding spectroscopic factors. In the second order scheme the contlguration space comprises all the two-hole (2h) and three-hole-one-particle (3h lp) configurations based on the Hartree-Fock orbitals of the molecular neutral ground state. The eigenvalues are the double ionization energies of the system; for dicationic states perturbatively derived from 2h configurations (main states), they are accurate to second order of perturbation theory, but include terms to infinite order in a systematic way. Similarly, accuracy beyond first order is achieved for the secondary (or satellite) states. The analysis of the charge distribution in the dicationic states has been carried out via an atomic two-hole population analysis4 of the 2h spectroscopic factors, as described in the next section. This analysis also provides the estimates of Auger intensities used in this work.
The main issue in the present work is the study of the effects of multimode nuclear motion on the Auger transition energies and band shapes of formaldehyde. In particular, we investigate the vibrational line broadenings and energy center of gravity shifts with respect to the vertical transitions, and how they vary between the two (carbon and oxygen) KLL Auger spectra of H&O. This is done using the results of a general time-dependent analysis of the nuclear dynamics in decaying states," which provides simple approximations for the moments of the vibrational cross section distribution of Auger transitions. We report here the final working expressions used, referring the reader to Ref. 10 for the details of the derivation and a more thorough discussion.
We consider a polyatomic molecule having M totally symmetric normal modes of vibration with harmonic frequencies Oj (j= l,...,M). The first vibrational moment (center of gravity) of an Auger transition, up to the leading terms, reads (E) =A--2 jsl gj l-p+m.
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( 1) and (3) the nontotally symmetric vibration modes do not contribute since vibronic coupling effects are not considered and the energy derivatives vanish. By convoluting the Auger band with a Gaussian function, and including an experimental resolution parameter lYe, its full width at half maximum (FWHM) W is related to the second moment by W= 48 ln2((E2)-(E)2)+I';.
These straightforward expressions allow us to estimate
Here, A is the vertical transition energy computed at the equilibrium geometry of the neutral molecule and r is the lifetime energy width of the decaying (core hole) state. {j the major vibrational effects, i.e., off-vertical energy shifts and broadenings, on the Auger transitions. In similar fashion, higher moments of the vibrational distribution accounting for band asymmetries could easily be computed as well. Through the effect of the Kj slopes and the I' lifetimes, the vibrational parameters depend on the intermediate state of the Auger decay, and thus can be very different, in general, in the different spectra of the same molecule. The "state specific" factors depending on the individual final states are instead identified with the final state energy derivatives appearing in the flj parameters. It is worth noting the interesting point that while the normal modes give additive independent contributions to the shifts [see Rq.
( 1 )], coupling terms between modes appear in the second and higher moments. These terms vanish in the limit of both very long and very short lifetime of the decaying state. As is clear, the analysis requires the calculation of transition energies at the ground state equilibrium geometry and at other points along the normal vibration modes, in order to compute the final state slopes. In addition, the core hole state slopes Kj along the normal modes must also be computed. The calculations on H,CO have been carried out using a double zeta plus polarization basis set.13 In the ADC calculations the active orbital set includes all HartreeFock orbitals except the two 1s cores of carbon and oxygen and their high lying virtual counterparts. The experimental equilibrium geometryi has been used in the calculations. In the implementation of the vibrational analysis, as described above, we have computed the normal coordinates of H&O using the FG methodi with the hessian F taken from Ref. 16. Experimental vibrational frequencies" have been used and lifetime widths I of 0.1 eV and 0.2 eV for the carbon and oxygen core holes, respectively.18 The experimental resolution parameter re has been fixed at 0.5 eV. The core hole state slopes have been computed by configuration interaction calculations including single and double excitations with respect to the core hole configuration (SDCI) and using relaxed self-consistent-field ( ASCF) orbitals.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For later reference, we recall here the Hartree-Fock ground state configuration of formaldehyde (C,, symmetry), (Core) 3aT4af 1 b;5afl bi2bi.
The experimental carbon and oxygen KLL Auger spectra of this system appear very complex and very different from each other," especially in the low ionization energy side. The oxygen spectrum is highly structured showing many composite peaks of strongly varying widths. The carbon spectrum exhibits less and much broader features. In the low energy side, it shows one characteristically broad ( -10 eV) band, which appears very clearly to be composed of very many unresolved transitions. The origin of the intense features in the carbon spectrum occurs at higher energy than that of the oxygen spectrum.
Using the Green's function ADC(2) method, we have computed the valence double ionization spectrum of H&O up to an energy of 100 eV. A large number of dicationic states (up to 280 singlets and 150 triplets) are found to have significant 2h character, and thus be relevant for the accurate description of the Auger spectra. A large number of satellite states, with low 2h we&h, starts appearing above 40 eV. This is a first confirmation of the complexity of the spectra, characterized by the distribution of the intensity over many states.
To easily interpret the nature of the doubly ionized states, we have performed a two-hole population analysis of the pole strengths. This allows us to characterize each state by its spatial distribution of the charges over the carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms. More precisely, we obtain the separation of the total 2h pole strength of a state into contributions describing the localization of the two holes at the same atomic site (one&e terms: C2, Om2, H-') and at two different atomic sites (two-site terms:
This provides a measure of hole localization effects; if, for a given state, one of the contributions, either of one-site or of two-site type, predominates over the others, the two holes are correspondingly localized. On the contrary, if different contributions are of comparable magnitude, we can conclude that the state is characterized by a delocalization of the charges over part of or the whole molecule. This analysis of the charge distribution in the dicationic states gives valuable information to understand their nature and properties, for example, in relation to their dissociative character and fragmentation patterns. In addition, as discussed in detail elsewhere,4 it is useful for our theoretical simulation of Auger spectra, for we can effectively approximate the relative intensities of the Auger transitions from a given core ionized state involving atom X using the corresponding Xm2 components of the pole strength.
In Table I , we have reported the results of the two-hole population analysis for the states having largest 2h weight up to an energy of 83 eV. We can see that many states present comparable components of both two-site type C-'0-l and one-site type, either Cm2 or Om2. As one could expect, because of the covalent polar character of the electronic structure of H,CO, this means a partial delocalization of the charges. We observe from Table I that for states characterized by significant relative values of the one-site population on one particular atom, the other onesite contributions are small. This is particularly evident for the outermost states, which show a large Om2 component. As is clear, and we shall see later, this finding is reflected in the large differences between the 0 and C Auger spectra. It is interesting to briefly compare the population results with those of the carbon monoxide.5 In CO, the outermost dicationic states are characterized by a significant localization of both holes over the carbon atom, corresponding to removal of the lone pair electrons. In H2C0, on the other hand, all the carbon electrons are involved in strong bonds. As a consequence, very few states show a large C2 onesite character, and this at energies considerably higher than the double ionization threshold. One interesting feature of the population analysis results for H2CO++ is the presence of some states which have a significant contribution of O-'H-l type. In particular, this is observed for some outermost states which have substantial localization of both holes at the oxygen atom, reflecting the tendency to keep the positive charges as apart as possible from each other.
Finally, using the methods described in the previous section, we performed the Auger vibrational analysis. H,CO presents six normal vibrational modes. Since in our present approach, we do not consider vibronic coupling effects, we only need to examine the nuclear motion along the three totally symmetric modes (CO stretching, symmetric CH stretching, and symmetric bending) to evaluate their effects on the broadening and relative energy shifts of the Auger bands. For such modes, we have computed the normal coordinates and, in order to compute the fmal state slopes, we have then performed additional ADC( 2) calculations, at nuclear geometries slightly changed along each normal mode. The core hole state slopes ~~ have been com- Table II . These represent the "spectrum specific" factor that enter the determination of the vibrational parameters, i.e., the factor which depends only on the intermediate (core ionized) state of the Auger process. As Table II shows, for the bending and stretching CH modes, the slopes of the Cls and 01s hole states have the same sign (negative and positive, respectively). The CH stretching slope is for both states larger in magnitude but is much larger for the Cls hole, indicating the main source of vibrational broadening in the carbon Auger spectrum. For the CO stretching mode, the Cls and 01s slopes have instead opposite sign; Cls ionization causes a slight contraction of the CO bond, while 01s ionization an elongation. A similar situation is well known for the CO molecule where, however, the Cls hole slope is substantially larger.' These characters of the core hole slopes already indicate that the vibrational broadenings and energy shifts of the Auger bands should be larger in the carbon than in the oxygen spectrum.
We have reported in Table III the computed slopes of the same set of dicationic states as in Table I and the vibrational parameters. The slopes shown are with respect to the dimensionless normal coordinates.12 The vibrationally corrected centers of gravity of the transitions are obtained by adding the displayed shifts to the vertical double ionization energies. As can be observed, the slopes of the dicationic states vary very substantially from state to state and among the three modes. The slopes along the softer bending mode are generally smaller in magnitude. Not unexpectedly, as the bending is less directly related to bonding, they are sometimes positive and sometimes negative; the slopes of the stretching modes are instead almost invariably negative, reflecting the loosening of the bonds upon double valence ionization. We generally notice an increase in magnitude of the derivatives at higher energies. Again, this is particularly evident for the CH mode, as in this region the holes involve more directly the carbon atom. The computed energy shifts and widths of the Auger transitions broadly reflect most of these observations. It can be immediately noticed that the shifts and widths in the oxygen spectrum are generally much smaller than those in the carbon spectrum. The oxygen shifts are nearly always well below 1 eV and, for some states, slightly negative. Those in the carbon spectrum are, instead, always positive and relatively large, often exceeding 1 eV. As expected, all the shifts tend to increase at higher ionization energies, especially in the carbon spectrum, both as a consequence of the ionization of the more bonding electrons and of the increased density of states. Similar observations can be made concerning the widths of the Auger transitions. The computed full widths at half maximum of the carbon transitions are often substantially larger than those in the oxygen spectrum, especially at low energy. In both spectra, the widths reach several eV in the higher energy region. It seems clear that these findings are satisfactorily consistent with the distinct appearance of the carbon and oxygen Auger spectra.
The results of our calculations are best summarized in the simulated Auger spectra displayed in Fig. 1 (B) and  2 (B) . In drawing these, we have represented each transition with a Gaussian function of origin and width obtained from the vibrational analysis. The relative intensities have been approximated using the one-site Cd2 and Om2 twohole populations for the carbon and oxygen spectra, respectively. For triplet states, the populations have been as usual' reduced by two-thirds to account for their smaller intensity. In order to better visualize the effects of nuclear motion on the band shapes and relative energies, we have also drawn in Fig. 1 (A) and 2(A), for comparison, theoretical spectra not corrected for nuclear dynamics, using the vertical energies and a unique width of 1.5 eV for the Gaussians. The figures evidence the very good correspondence between the experimental profiles, reported in Fig.  1 (C) and 2(C), and those theoretically simulated including the effects of nuclear dynamics and show the indispensability of accounting for the correct bandwidths and shifts. This is emphasized by the ggreement, generally within a few tenths of eV, between the theoretical and experimental relative energies of the peaks which are reported in Table  IV .
In the following, we briefly discuss the spectra as they result from our calculations, referring to the numbering of the bands shown in the figures and in Table IV . The outer valence region of the spectra extends up to a double ionization energy of about 50 eV. As already noted, the carbon and oxygen spectra appear very different in this region, and already very complex. In the oxygen spectrum, where narrower bands appear, it is still possible to assign some peaks to essentially individual transitions. The profile of the carbon spectrum arises more often instead as the convolution of many broad transitions. In both spectra, peaks 1 and 2, at the lowest energy end, is due to the ?4, (2b~~) and 'A2 (2bF' lb,') final states, respectively. It can be noted how our calculations reproduce the very different intensities and widths of these peaks in the two spectra, in particular the evident sharpness of peak 2 in the oxygen spectrum. The slightly larger separation between the two peaks in the carbon spectrum originating from different vibrational shifts is also accounted for very well (see Table  IV ). In the oxygen spectrum, the narrow weak feature computed at 34.2 eV between peaks 1 and 2 is due to the TABLE III. Computed center of gravity shifts (eV) and Gaussian FWJXM (eV) due to nuclear motion for the carbon and oxygen KLL Auger transitions of H&O. The centers of gravity are obtained by adding the shifts to the vertical DIPs(eV). Also shown are the computed slopes (eV) of the final states along the three totally symmetric normal modes. The data refer to the same subset of dicationic states shown in Table I 3A2 (2&l lb, ') state. This feature (labeled 1') can be seen more clearly (at 34.4 eV> in the larger scale experimental spectrum reported in Ref. 11 and shown in the insert of Fig. 2(C) .
The subsequent energy region in the experimental carbon spectrum is characterized by the broad intense band 3, extending for about 10 eV. Three.main composite components appear to emerge from this structure. Our calculations show that a large number of states contribute in this region, including many secondary states with low 2h weight. The principal 2h components involve ionization out of the lb1 and 5ai orbitals. Despite this complexity the overall profile is satisfactorily reproduced in the theoretical spectrum, although with some evident discrepancies in the relative intensities of the three components. The relative positions of the first and the third components at 41.8 and 46.6 eV (A and C in Fig. 1 and Table IV) , which show up most clearly in the theoretical spectrum, agree to within 0.1 eV with experiment.
Because of the smaller vibrational widths, the same region in the oxygen spectrum is much more structured, showing five distinct peaks in the experimental spectrum. The calculations account for this large difference between the carbon and oxygen spectra remarkably well and the theoretical oxygen profile reproduces the experimental one satisfactorily. Peak 3 at 37.5 eV can be assigned to a 'Bz (2&i Sri') final state. The experimental peak 4 at 38.7 eV is not seen in the theoretical spectrum, merging with the broad and intense peak 5, to which several states contribute. This discrepancy should be attributed to small errors in the computed energy separations between some states due to an insufficient account of correlation effects in this dense region; the experimental peak 4 appears as a sharp feature on the right side of peak 5 and slight deviations in the computed energy position of the vertical transitions are sufficient to cause its disappearance in the sim- ulated spectrum. Based on our computed list of transitions, this peak should be essentially attributed to the IA1 (2br1 16; ') final state. The two states just mentioned, * Bz (2bF' 5ai') and 'AA, (2bF' lb; ') , also appear to be responsible for the weak features on the right side tail of band 3 in the carbon spectrum; indeed, the second of these ('A,) is again not visible in the theoretical spectrum because is computed to lie too close to band 3. Peak 6, in the oxygen spectrum, is due to the dominating 'B, (5ai' I&-') component, while peak 7 to the 'B, (lbi'4al') final state. Peak 8, which is somewhat broader than our calculations predict, corresponds to the 'AA, (5ai' hi') final state. This peak corresponds to peak 4 in the carbon spectrum where, however, a significant satellite component appears, with 2h character of about 20%, involving the 2h configurations lb;' and 2bF1 I&*.
Our calculations show that, beginning in this energy region, correlation effects become substantial and the 2h description of the transitions becomes increasingly inadequate. A comparison of the vibrationally corrected and not corrected profiles in the figures also emphasizes the relevance of the nuclear motion analysis to achieve a meaningful interpretation of the peaks. The carbon peak 5 is mainly due to two components of 2h weight 54% and 12% involving essentially the l&l 4ai' configuration. This peak has no appreciable counterpart in the oxygen spectrum. At higher energies in both spectra the breakdown of the 2h description is essentially complete and the intensity is spread over very many states. As is clear from the figures, correlation and intensity redistribution effects are in fact more pronounced than our calculations can reproduce and some more evident discrepancies appear between the theoretical and experimental profiles. It should be clear that higher theoretical accuracy in this regime of total breakdopTn ofthe Auger intensity over hundreds of states is probably beyond current feasibility. According to our calculations, one can still discern sign&ant 4ai2 and 2b;' 3ai' components under the broad band 6 in the carbon spectrum. The latter component also appears to be mainly responsible for peak 9 in the oxygen spectrum. The energy ranges covered by the experimental spectra does not reach the region where both electrons are ejected from the inner valence shell. Our calculations show very broad and weak peaks in this area, which are certainly even broader and probably not detectable from the background in reality. For completeness, two last points of interest are worth briefly discussing. First, we noted above that the core hole state slopes have been computed in the present work at the SDCI level of theory. As is clear, the final results for the vibrational parameters in the theoretical Auger spectra depend crucially on the accuracy of the computed K~ slopes. To check on this point, we have repeated the calculations using Kj values computed at the Hartree-Fock (ASCF) level, .and these have yielded unsatisfactory results. It seems therefore likely that more accurate Kj values than those obtained here by SDCI would improve the theoretical Auger spectra to some extent. Second, as noted in Sec. II, the working expression for the Auger band width contains, besides additive contributions from the various normal vibrational modes, coupling terms between modes which may appear somewhat counterintuitive and arise because of the involvement of nuclear motion on three different potential surfaces in the Auger process." These terms become negligible in the limit of either long or short lifetime of the core hole state, but we 8nd in the present case that they are in fact crucial to the accuracy of the results. Neglecting these terms leads to computed transition widths which are often larger by factors of 2 to 4, destroying the accuracy of the computed spectral profiles.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented the ab initio computer simulation of the carbon and oxygen Auger spectra of formaldehyde. The calculations include in particular, and this was the main point of interest in the present work, the theoretical treatment of the effects of multimode nuclear motion on the Auger transition energies and band shapes. This analysis has been carried out using expressions derived from the time-dependent theory of nuclear dynamics of decaying states to compute energy centroids and widths of the Auger transitions. The underlying vertical double ionization spectrum of H$O has been computed using the Green's function ADC(2) method and Auger intensities have been estimated using the one-site-atomic two-hole population values of the Green's function pole strengths.
Although H&O is a relatively small polyatomic molecule, its Auger spectra are very complex and result from contributing transitions to a large number of dicationic states already at low double ionization energies. The results of our study, allowing the calculation of hundreds of dicationic states, provide accurate theoretical spectra in good agreement with the experimental ones. The vibrational analysis here carried out is computationally inexpensive and proves to be very useful for the correct reproduction of the Auger profiles. In particular, it accounts well for the large differences in band shape and energy shifts between the carbon and oxygen spectra. The generality of these findings cannot be overestimated. In the different Auger spectra of the same system, nuclear dynamics effects can influence in very different ways both energy positions and widths of the transitions. This means that, apart from obvious intensity considerations, transitions to the same final dicationic states can appear at substantially different energies in the different spectra. In addition, very different widths can alone be responsible for the appearance of a speci&~ peak in one spectrum and its complete invisibility in another, especially in polyatomic molecules where the density of states is high. It is thus clear that the interpretation of Auger spectra based on vertical transition energies and without consideration of nuclear motion effects on band broadenings can often be even qualitatively incorrect, in particular in non purely ionic systems.
The theoretical carbon and oxygen Auger spectra of formaldehyde here presented reproduce nearly all the experimental features in the outer valence double ionization energy region. At higher energies they show that electron correlation effects become substantial and the Auger intensity is evenly distributed among hundreds of transitions. In such regime, our calculations are less accurate, but still able to produce spectral profiles in unambiguous agreement with experiment. Although it is certainly true that still "theory lags experiment"" in the Auger spectroscopy of even moderately sized molecules, our results document noticeable advances @ the ab initio computer simulation of Auger spectra.
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